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ABSTRACT
We report on the results of the XMM–Newton observation of IGR J01572-7259 during its
most recent outburst in 2016 May, the first since 2008. The source reached a flux f ∼ 10−10
erg cm−2 s−1, which allowed us to perform a detailed analysis of its timing and spectral
properties. We obtained a pulse period Pspin = 11.58208(2) s. The pulse profile is double
peaked and strongly energy dependent, as the second peak is prominent only at low energies
and the pulsed fraction increases with energy. The main spectral component is a power-law
model, but at low energies we also detected a soft thermal component, which can be described
with either a blackbody or a hot plasma model. Both the EPIC and RGS spectra show several
emission lines, which can be identified with the transition lines of ionized N, O, Ne, and Fe
and cannot be described with a thermal emission model. The phase-resolved spectral analysis
showed that the flux of both the soft excess and the emission lines vary with the pulse phase:
the soft excess disappears in the first pulse and becomes significant only in the second, where
also the Fe line is stronger. This variability is difficult to explain with emission from a hot
plasma, while the reprocessing of the primaryX-ray emission at the inner edge of the accretion
disk provides a realiable scenario. On the other hand, the narrow emission lines can be due to
the presence of photoionized matter around the accreting source.
Key words: accretion - stars: neutron - X-rays: binaries - X-rays: individual (IGR J01572-
7259)
1 INTRODUCTION
IGR J01572-7259 (SXP 11.6) is a poorly studied transient X-
ray source which was discovered with INTEGRAL in 2008 in
the Magellanic Bridge (Coe et al. 2008). It was detected with
both the IBIS and JEM-X instruments, with a maximum flux
f(20−60 keV) = (3.3±0.3)×10
−11 erg cm−2 s−1 and f(3−10 keV)
= (1.6±0.5)×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, respectively. Follow-up obser-
vations performed with Swift and RXTE led to a precise source lo-
calization and to the detection of strong pulsations with Pspin =
11.57809 ± 0.00002 s. A single star (USNO-B1 0170-0064697,
Monet et al. 2003), with B and R magnitudes of 15.48 and 15.51,
respectively, was found within the Swift/XRT error circle. The
broadband spectrum obtained with the Swift/XRT and the IBIS data
was modelled with an exponentially cut-off power law, with pho-
ton index Γ = 0.4 ± 0.2 and folding energy Ef = 8
+5
−3 keV. All
these results suggested that the source was a new Be/X-ray binary
(BeXRB, McBride et al. 2010).
The timing analysis of 88 months of survey data collected with
Swift/BAT led to the discovery of periodic modulation of the hard-
⋆ E-mail: nicola@iasf-milano.inaf.it
X-ray emission, with a period of 35.6 ± 0.5 d and a significance
of 6.1 σ (Segreto et al. 2013). The BAT light curve folded at this
period showed a single, wide peak and a minimum which was con-
sistent with zero intensity: this suggested that the accretion of mat-
ter onto the neutron star (NS) occurs for most of the orbit. The
centroid of the light-curve minimum occurs at the orbital phase
Φmin = 1.01 ± 0.02, corresponding to MJD = (55225.2 ± 0.7)
± nPorbit. If the periodicity of 35.6 d is attributed to the orbit of the
binary system, the position of IGR J01572-7259 in the Corbet dia-
gram Pspin − Porbit (Corbet 1986) is well within the region of the
BeXRBs. From the spectral point of view, the combined XRT+BAT
spectrum was fit with an exponentially cut-off power law very sim-
ilar to that used for the XRT+IBIS spectrum, with an upper limit
NH < 5 × 10
20 cm−2 on the hydrogen column density. Compar-
ison with the total Galactic absorption in this direction, which is
NH = 6 × 10
20 cm−2 according to Kalberla et al. (2005) or NH
≃ 3.5× 1020 cm−2 according to Dickey & Lockman (1990), sug-
gests that there is no, or very low, intrinsic absorption in the source
and/or locally in the SMC bridge.
The optical counterpart of IGR J01572-7259 was investi-
gated in the I band with three seasons of OGLE-IV observations.
Schmidtke et al. (2013) reported on the detection of modulations at
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Poptical = 35.1± 0.1 d in the OGLE light curve. Moreover, they ob-
served that, using the ephemeris obtained by Segreto et al. (2013)
with the BAT data, the X-ray and optical peaks were found to be
nearly coincident, differing in phase by < 0.1 optical cycles. This
reinforced the interpretation that the periodicity of 35 d is an orbital
signature.
After the Swift/XRT observations carried out in October 2010
(Segreto et al. 2013), no further observations of IGR J01572-
7259 were performed until 2016 April 15 (MJD = 57493), when
Swift/BAT detected an outburst from this source (Krimm et al.
2016). Afterwards, the source flux increased from ∼ 1.4 × 10−10
erg cm−2 s−1 up to the flux peak of ∼ 2.4 × 10−10 erg cm−2
s−1 on 2016 April 25 (MJD = 57503). This prompted us to trigger
our XMM–Newton Target–of–Opportunity programme for the ob-
servation of bright transient pulsars in the Small Magellanic Cloud
(SMC), thus obtaining an observation of IGR J01572-7259 in 2016
May. Here we report on the results obtained.
2 OBSERVATION AND DATA REDUCTION
IGR J01572-7259 was observed with XMM–Newton on 2016 May
7 (MJD = 57515), when it was at the beginning of its outburst.
The total exposure time was 28 ks and the three EPIC focal-
plane cameras (one for each telescope), i.e. one pn (Stru¨der et al.
2001) and two MOS (Turner et al. 2001), were all operated in
Small Window mode. The time resolution was 5.7 ms for the pn
camera (Stru¨der et al. 2001) and 0.3 s for the two MOS cam-
eras (Turner et al. 2001). For all cameras the Thin filter was used.
The Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS) was operated in Spec-
troscopy mode (den Herder et al. 2001).
We used version 15 of the XMM–Newton Science Analysis
System (SAS) to process the event files. After the standard pipeline
processing, we searched for possible intervals of high instrumental
background. We found that the last ≃ 7 ks of the observation were
characterized by a high background level. For the spectral analysis
we rejected the data collected during this time range, since it could
affect our results. Moreover, the net exposure time was further re-
duced by an outage of the ground station after the first 20 ks of the
observation: this produced a time gap of 1.79 ks in all the instru-
ments, during which the data were lost. Taking into account the re-
jected data, the time gap and the instrumental dead time (29 % and
2.5 % for pn and MOS, respectively), the effective exposure time
was ≃ 15 ks for the pn camera and ≃ 21 ks for the MOS and the
RGS instruments. In Table 1 we summarise of the XMM–Newton
observation.
For the analysis of the EPIC data, we selected events with
pattern in the range 0–4 (mono– and bi–pixel events) for the pn
camera and 0–12 (from 1– to 4–pixel events) for the two MOS.
We considered circular extraction regions around the source posi-
tion with a radius of 30, 40, and 50 arcsec for the pn, MOS1, and
MOS2 camera, respectively. In all cases the radius size was lim-
ited by the CCD edges or dark columns. Although the source count
rate (CR) was very high (Table 1), we checked that neither the pn
nor the MOS data were affected by photon pile-up. To this aim,
for each camera we compared spectra obtained with different pat-
tern selections (only mono- or bi-pixel events) and with or wihout
the excision of the core of the Point Spread Function (PSF), where
the possible pile-up is higher. In all cases we found no differences
among the various spectra. Moreover, we performed a fit of the
radial profile with a King function, and found no significant resid-
uals. Therefore, we concluded that the pile-up was negligible and
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Figure 1. Background-subtracted light curves of IGR J01572-7259 in the
energy ranges 0.15-2, 2-12, and 0.15-12 keV, with a time bin of 100 s.
selected events from the whole circular region. For each camera,
background events were selected from circular regions offset from
the target position, and free of sources.
3 TIMING ANALYSIS
For the timing analysis, we used the SAS tool BARYCENTER to re-
port the EPIC event arrival times to the Solar system barycenter. To
investigate the source flux and spectral variability over the whole
XMM–Newton observation, for each EPIC camera we accumulated
three light curves (with a time binning of 100 s) in the 0.15-2 keV
(soft), 2-12 keV (hard), and 0.15-12 (total) energy ranges. Then,
we used the SAS tool EPICLCCORR to correct each light curve for
the background and the extraction region. In this way, we found
that the average CR in the total range was ≃ 4.8, 4.9, and 17.3 cts
s−1, for the MOS1, MOS2, and pn cameras, respectively. In Fig. 1
we report the cumulative light curves in the three energy ranges,
obtained by summing the light curves of the individual cameras,
together with the hardness-ratio (HR) of the hard (H) to soft (S)
light curves (computed as H/S). The average CR in the soft and
hard energy ranges was 15.1 and 11.9 cts s−1, respectively. The
figure shows that, in both ranges, the source was highly variable
over short timescales, since there are CR variations of up to ∼ 20
% between consecutive time bins. However, there is no evidence of
long-term evolution, since the CR shows no incresing/decreasing
trend along the observation. Also the HR shows large bin-to-bin
variability, but without any long time-scale trend; moreover, there
is no correlation between the HR and the CR.
To measure the pulse period of the source, the datasets of
the barycenter-corrected events of the three instruments were com-
bined together. Then, we used a standard phase-fitting technique
and obtained a best-fitting period of P = 11.58208(2) s. In Fig. 2
we report the three light curves and the HR folded at the best-fitting
period. In both the soft and hard energy ranges the pulse profile is
rather smooth and shows two broad peaks, separated by an abso-
lute minimum at Φ ≃ 1 and a secondary minimum at Φ ≃ 0.62.
The profile is strongly energy dependent. In the soft range the two
peaks have comparable amplitudes, while the second peak is much
lower than the first in the hard range. Moreover, the structure of
the pulse profile is more complex in the hard energy range: here,
after the first peak corresponding to the highest peak in the soft
energy range, there is also a second peak that is slightly brighter
than the first. The HR increses with the CR along the first peak,
while it is almost constant at its minimum value along the second
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Table 1. Summary of the XMM–Newton observation (ID 0780312701) of IGR J01572-7259.
Instrument Filter Mode Net Exposure Time (ks) Extraction Radius (arcsec) Net Count Rate (counts s−1)
pn Thin 1 Small Window 14.8 30 14.34±0.03
MOS1 Thin 1 Small Window 20.9 40 3.78±0.01
MOS2 Thin 1 Small Window 20.8 50 4.41±0.01
RGS1 - Spectroscopy 21.5 - 0.274±0.003
RGS2 - Spectroscopy 21.4 - 0.090±0.002
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Figure 2. Background-subtracted light curves of IGR J01572-7259, in the
energy ranges 0.15-2, 2-12, and 0.15-12 keV, folded at the best-fitting pe-
riod P = 11.58208 s. The vertical lines identify the two phase intervals (A
and B) considered for the phase-resolved spectral analysis (section 6).
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Figure 3. Pulse profile of IGR J01572-7259 in the energy ranges 0.15-0.5,
0.5-1.5, 1.5-4.0, and 4.0-12.0 keV.
peak. Also the average pulsed fraction, defined as PF = (CRmax -
CRmin)/(2×CRaverage) (Kohno et al. 2000), is strongly energy de-
pendent, since it is ≃ 33 % for the soft range and ≃ 53 % for the
hard range.
The energy dependence of the pulse profile is better apprecia-
ble in Fig. 3, where we report the folded light curve in four, nar-
rower energy bands. It clearly shows that the relative height of the
second peak increases at decreasing energies, and that it overcomes
the first peak for E < 0.5 keV. On the other hand, the flux variabil-
ity along the first peak strongly increases with energy: while the
CR varies of only ∼ 20 % at E< 0.5 keV, it increases of a factor ∼
3 for E> 4 keV. Also the average PF varies with energy, increasing
from 14 % at E < 0.5 keV up to 49 % at E > 4 keV.
4 EPIC SPECTROSCOPY
Since we found no strong evidence for intensity or spectral vari-
ability in IGR J01572-7259 on the observation time scale, for each
EPIC camera we extracted a source time-averaged spectrum over
the whole exposure. To this aim, we adopted the same extraction
parameters used for the light curves, and each spectrum was re-
binned so to obtain a significance of at least 3 σ for each energy
bin. The applicable response matrices and ancillary files were gen-
erated using the SAS tasks RMFGEN and ARFGEN, respectively. The
spectral analysis was performed in the energy range 0.2-12 keV,
using version 12.9.1 of XSPEC. In the following, all spectral uncer-
tainties and upper limits are given at the 90 % confidence level for
one interesting parameter. Since IGR J01572-7259 is in the Mag-
ellanic Bridge, its distance has an intermediate value between the
LMC distance of 50 kpc (Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2013) and the SMC dis-
tance of 62 kpc (Graczyk et al. 2014). We assumed a source dis-
tance of 56 kpc, although the most recent measurements of the
structure of the SMC (Scowcroft et al. 2016) imply that it might
be an overestimate of the real value. After checking that separate
fits of the three EPIC cameras gave consistent results, we fitted
them simultaneously to improve the quality of the statistics. To this
aim, we introduced free relative normalizations between the three
cameras, to account for uncertainties in instrumental responses:
the normalization factors for the MOS spectra relative to PN (fac-
tor fixed at 1) were 0.889±0.007 for MOS1 and 1.017±0.008 for
MOS2. In the spectral fitting we adopted the interstellar abundances
of Wilms et al. (2000) and the photoelectric absorption cross sec-
tions of Verner et al. (1996), using the absorption model TBNEW in
XSPEC.
It was not possible to obtain an acceptable description of
the source spectrum with a single-component model. The spec-
tral fit with an absorbed power-law (PL) provided a best-fit model
with χ2ν /d.o.f. = 1.32/3281, and revealed several spectral structures
(Fig. 4, medium panel): (1) a significant soft excess (SE) at the
low-energy end of the spectrum; (2) a broad emission feature in
the energy range 0.9-1.0 keV; (3) two narrow emission features at,
respectively, ∼ 0.65 and ∼ 6.5 keV; (4) a narrow absorption fea-
ture at ∼ 2.9 keV. In addition, only the pn spectrum showed an
emission feature at ∼ 2 keV: it is very likely due to residual cali-
bration uncertainties around the Au edge, and we modelled it with
a Gaussian component (Dı´az Trigo et al. 2014). On the other hand,
for both the emission features at ∼ 0.65 and 0.9-1.0 keV a cali-
bration/instrumental origin can be excluded, since similar features
were clearly also detected in the RGS spectra (see below).
It was possible to describe both the soft excess and the fea-
ture at 0.9-1.0 keV in two different ways: either with a blackbody
(BB) component plus a Gaussian line or with an emission spectrum
from collisionally ionized gas (APEC model in XSPEC). In the first
case, the fit of the overall spectrum required a PL+BB model to
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Figure 4. Time-averaged spectrum of IGR J01572-7259. pn, MOS1, and
MOS2 data are reported in black, red, and green, respectively. Upper panel:
superposition of the EPIC spectra with (for the pn spectrum only) the best-
fitting PL+BB model (red and green dashed lines) plus the additional gaus-
sian components (blue dashed lines). Middle panel: data-model residuals in
the case of the fit with a simple PL model. Lower panel: data-model residu-
als in the case of the best-fitting model.
describe the spectral continuum, four additional Gaussian compo-
nents to describe the emission features, and one multiplicative com-
ponent (GABS in XSPEC) to describe the absorption feature (Fig. 4,
upper and lower panels). In the second case, the adoption of a sin-
gle APEC component allowed us to account for both the soft ex-
cess and the emission feature at 0.9-1 keV. On the other hand, it
revealed the presence of an additional very narrow emission fea-
ture at ≃ 0.5 keV and of an additional absorption feature at ≃ 1
keV. Therefore, the description of the spectral continuum with an
absorbed PL+APECmodel required four additional Gaussian com-
ponents and two GABS components.
In Table 2 we report the best-fitting parameters obtained for
both spectral models. In the case of the APEC component, we con-
sidered two different options for the metal abundance: in the first
case we fixed it at the estimated metallicity Z = 0.2Z⊙ for the
SMC (Russell & Dopita 1992); in the second we left its value free
to vary. We note that in both cases we obtained an equally good
fit, which is slightly better than the one obtained with the PL+BB
model (χ2ν = 1.02 instead of 1.03); moreover, in the second case
the best-fitting value of the abundance is 0.29+0.22−0.12, thus in agree-
ment with the expected value for the SMC. In all cases the best-
fitting absorption value is NH ≃ (1-2) ×10
20 cm−2, a value be-
low the total Galactic absorption in the SMC direction estimated
by Dickey & Lockman (1990) (NH ≃ 3.5 × 10
20 cm−2). In fact,
the fit of the same models with NH fixed at this value resulted in a
χ2ν increase of with ∆χ
2
ν ∼ 0.1. Due to the high count statistics of
the spectrum (d.o.f. > 3000), this ∆χ2ν implies a significant wors-
ening of the fit quality.
In the case of a PL+BB model, the BB normalization implies
a radius of ≃ 50 km for the emitting region, and a very small con-
tribution (≃ 1.5 %) to the total flux; the same contribution is higher
(≃ 4.5 %) in the case of the APEC model. The Gaussian compo-
nents at ≃ 0.5, 0.65, and 6.4 keV can be identified with N VII, O
VIII, and neutral Fe Kα emission lines, respectively. For the N VII
line and (only in the case of the PL+BB model) the O VIII line the
component width was consistent with 0, therefore we fixed this pa-
rameter. The Gaussian component at ≃ 0.95 keV observed in the
fit with the PL+BB model can be due to either a blend of several
Lα emission lines from Fe in a range of ionizations states (from
FE XVIII to Fe XX) or a radiative recombination continuum (RRC)
from O VIII - Ne IX. The absorption component at ≃ 1 keV can be
attributed to Ne IX-X or Fe XVI-XXIII, while that at ≃ 2.9 keV is
consistent with a feature of S XIV-XV.
5 RGS SPECTROSCOPY
We considered only the first-order spectra and ignored the second-
order, since their count statistics was too limited for a meaningful
spectral analysis. We extracted the first-order spectrum from the
data of both RGS instruments. We verified that both spectra were
consistent, then we combined them with the SAS task RGSCOM-
BINE. The resulting spectrum was rebinned with a minimum of 30
counts per bin and analysed with XSPEC in the energy range 0.33-
2.2 keV.
It was possible to describe the spectrum continuum with an ab-
sorbed power-law model, which however left several emission and
absorption residuals. In fact, with this model we obtained χ2ν /d.o.f.
= 1.15/346. We modelled the emission features with Gaussian
components and the absorption features with the GABS model of
XSPEC. In this way, we found the main narrow emission features
at ≃ 0.5, 0.65, 0.86, 0.9, 0.92, 1.13, 1.35, 1.51, and 1.69 keV, and
two absorption features at 0.81 and 1.72 keV. Their parameters are
reported in Table 3, while the RGS spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.
In the case of the two absorption lines and of the emission lines
at ≃ 0.5, 0.65, and 0.9 keV, the line intrinsic width is larger than
0 and well determined. For the other lines the width is consistent
with 0 or unconstrained, then in the spectral fit we fixed its value
at 0. We verified that the normalizations of the absorption line at
≃ 0.81 keV and of the emission lines at ≃ 0.86, 0.92, 1.13 and
1.35 keV are significant at 90 % confidence level only: therefore,
we cannot claim a firm detection but only a hint for the presence of
these lines. In Table 3 we report the most probable identification of
each line. The lines at 0.5 and 0.65 keV were well constrained and
can be associated with N VII and O VIII Lyα lines, respectively.
The two narrow lines at 0.9 and 0.92 keV are consistent with two
components of the He-like Ne IX emission triplet, while the line at
1.35 keV can be due to Mg XI. The identification of the remain-
ing emission and absorption features is more difficult, although all
of them are consistent with various Fe ionization stages. For the
best-fit final model, which includes all the emission and absorp-
tion features reported in Table 3, we obtained NH = (2±1)×10
20
cm−2 and Γ = 1.07±0.07, in agreement with the results obtained
from the EPIC spectra. The corresponding χ2ν /d.o.f. is 0.93/319,
with a significant improvement compared with the simple absorbed
power-law model.
For completeness, we also performed a fit of the RGS spec-
trum with the best-fitting models of the EPIC spectra described in
section 4. The corresponding results are fully consistent with those
previously shown, since the PL+BB or PL+APEC models used for
the EPIC continuum can also describe the continuum component
of the RGS spectra. However, we note that in both cases the RGS
spectra show residuals, comparable to those reported in the middle
panel of Fig. 5.
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Table 2. Results of the simultaneous fit of the time-averaged spectrum of the pn and MOS data. The double-component continuum consists of a power-law
and either a blackbody or a thermal plasma model. In the second case both a fixed and a free metal abundance is considered. In addition, various Gaussian and
GABS components are needed to account for, respectively, the positive and negative residuals in the spectrum.
Continuum Model PL+BB PL+APEC PL+APEC
Parameter (fixed abundance) (free abundance)
NH (10
20 cm−2) 1.0+0.1
−0.2 2.0
+0.2
−0.3 1.8
+0.4
−0.3
Γ 0.87+0.02
−0.01 0.83
+0.02
−0.01 0.83±0.02
FluxPL (0.2-12 keV, ×10
−11erg cm−2 s−1) 9.82±0.06 9.77+0.07
−0.06 9.77±0.03
kTBB or APEC (keV) 0.218
+0.013
−0.014 1.11
+0.12
−0.06 1.13
+0.10
−0.08
RBB (km) or NAPEC (cm
−5) 50+6
−5 4.5
+0.8
−1.0 × 10
−3 4.0+1.0
−1.2 × 10
−3
FluxBB or APEC (0.2-12 keV, ×10
−12 erg cm−2 s−1) 1.6+0.2
−0.1 3.9
+0.7
−0.3 4.0
+0.3
−0.6
Abundance (APEC) - 0.2 (fixed) 0.29+0.22
−0.12
Emission lines
Eline1 (keV) - 0.490
+0.015
−0.012 0.490
+0.008
−0.009
σline1 (keV) - 0 (fixed) 0 (fixed)
Fluxline1 (×10
−5 ph cm−2 s−1) - 5.6+3.5
−2.6 7.2
+3.5
−3.4
EWline1 (eV) - 5.4
+3.5
−2.2 7.4
+4.1
−3.9
Eline2 (keV) 0.663±0.005 0.663±0.007 0.662
+0.007
−0.008
σline2 (keV) 0 (fixed) 0.020
+0.014
−0.012 0.025
+0.011
−0.016
Fluxline2 (×10
−4 ph cm−2 s−1) 0.9±0.2 1.3+0.3
−0.2 1.4
+0.5
−0.1
EWline2 (eV) 11
+3
−4 17
+4
−5 19
+3
−4
Eline3 (keV) 0.957
+0.025
−0.024 - -
σline3 (keV) 0.077
+0.021
−0.018 - -
Fluxline3 (×10
−5 ph cm−2 s−1) 8.1+2.9
−2.8 - -
EWline3 (eV) 16
+6
−7 - -
Eline4 (keV) 2.00±0.07 2.02±0.07 2.02±0.07
σline4 (keV) 0.25
+0.11
−0.07 0.24
+0.07
−0.06 0.24
+0.09
−0.06
Fluxline4 (×10
−4 ph cm−2 s−1) 1.2+0.5
−0.4 1.1
+0.5
−0.3 1.1
+0.4
−0.2
EWline4 (eV) 52
+20
−15 48
+16
−19 47
+18
−15
Eline5 (keV) 6.43
+0.07
−0.06 6.42
+0.06
−0.05 6.42±0.06
σline5 (keV) 0.18
+0.10
−0.07 0.16
+0.07
−0.06 0.16
+0.07
−0.06
Fluxline5 (×10
−5 ph cm−2 s−1) 4.9+1.7
−1.4 4.3
+1.7
−1.2 4.3
+1.3
−1.2
EWline5 (eV) 58
+16
−18 51
+17
−16 51
+14
−11
Absorption lines
Eline6 (keV) - 0.99
+0.04
−0.01 1.00±0.03
σline6 (keV) - 0.08
+0.02
−0.03 0.08 ±0.01
Depthline6 (×10
−2 keV) - 3.4+1.2
−1.9 4.7
+2.8
−2.0
Eline7 (keV) 2.89
+0.09
−0.04 2.88
+0.05
−0.04 2.88
+0.05
−0.04
σline7 (keV) 0.09±0.03 0.09±0.03 0.07 ±0.03
Depthline7 (×10
−2 keV) 2.1+1.1
−0.8 1.5
+0.6
−0.5 1.5±0.06
FluxBB or APEC/FluxPL (0.01-12 keV) 1.6 % 4.5 % 4.5 %
Unabsorbed flux (0.2-12 keV, ×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1) 1.001+0.003
−0.004 1.022
+0.008
−0.007 1.022±0.009
Luminosity (0.2-12 keV, ×1037 erg s−1) 3.55±0.01 3.63+0.03
−0.02 3.63±0.03
χ2ν /d.o.f. 1.03/3264 1.02/3261 1.02/3260
6 PHASE-RESOLVED SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
Since the folded light curves reported in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show
that the spin profile of IGR J01572-7259 is strongly energy depen-
dent, it is interesting to quantitatively explore the observed spectral
evolution. For each EPIC camera we extracted one phase-selected
spectrum in the phase ranges ∆Φ = 0.2-0.5 (spectrum A) and an-
other in∆Φ = 0.6-0.9 (spectrum B). They correspond, respectively,
to the hardest (HR> 0.9) and softest (HR< 0.7) parts of the folded
light curve.
Our aim was to assess whether these two spectra can be de-
scribed with the same best-fitting model used for the time-averaged
spectra and, in this case, if the best-fitting parameters have com-
parable or inconsistent values. Therefore, we performed an inde-
pendent fit of the two spectra, adopting the PL+BB description of
the spectral continuum. In both cases we fixed the absorption to the
best-fit value obtained for the averaged spectrum (NH = 1 × 10
20
cm−2). The obtained results are reported in Table 4.
In the case of spectrum A we found no evidence for the BB
component. It is possible to describe the spectral continuum with a
single absorbed power-law, while the emission features detected in
the averaged spectrum can be observed also in this case. The source
flux is almost completely due to the PL component. The four emis-
sion features are significant at 99 % c.l. and their best-fitting ener-
gies and widths are consistent with those observed in the averaged
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Table 3. Best-fit parameters of the emission and absorption lines identified in the RGS spectrum of IGR J01572-7259.
Observed Ion Laboratory σ Flux(a) (10−5 ph cm−2 s−1) EW
Energy Energy (eV) or (eV)
(eV) (eV) Depth(b) (10−2 keV)
Emission lines
501+1
−2 N VII 500.3 2.9
+2.8
−1.1 8.0
+3.1
−2.5 8.0
+2.6
−3.4
654+4
−3 O VIII 653.5 7.7
+3.0
−2.3 8.3
+3.0
−2.2 11.1
+3.2
−3.9
864+2
−1 Fe XVIII-XXI (?) - 0 (fixed) 1.8±1.2 3.0±1.9
900±5 Ne IX 905.1 3.6+9.5
−2.5 2.5
+1.5
−1.6 4.3
+2.9
−2.7
921+5
−4 Ne IX 922.1 0 (fixed) 2.0
+1.7
−1.6 3.7±2.9
1135+7
−4 Fe XIX-XXIII (?) - 0 (fixed) 2.6
+2.2
−1.8 6.2
+4.1
−2.6
1352+4
−5 Mg XI 1352.0 0 (fixed) 2.1
+1.8
−1.6 6.0
+4.5
−4.9
1509±7 Fe XXI-XXIV (?) - 0 (fixed) 2.9+2.3
−1.5 9.6
+5.8
−6.5
1691+8
−6 Fe XXII-XXIII (?) - 0 (fixed) 4.5
+2.6
−2.1 18
+14
−13
Absorption lines
811±2 Fe XVII-XX (?) - < 1 2.3±2.1 -
1721+15
−13 Al XII-XIII - Fe XXIII-XXIV (?) - 5
+20
−4 3.7±3.1 -
(a) for the emission lines
(b) for the absorption lines
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Figure 5. Combined RGS1 and RGS2 spectrum for the first order data.
Upper panel: superposition of the spectrum with the best-fitting absorbed
power-law model (green line) plus Gaussian components (blues lines, Ta-
ble 3). Middle panel: data-model residuals in the case of the fit with a sim-
ple power-law model. Lower panel: data-model residuals in the case of the
best-fitting model.
spectrum. The only exception is the Fe line, which is characterized
by a lower energy and width consistent with 0. Its equivalent width
(EW) is much lower than in the averaged spectrum.
In the case of spectrum B we obtained a different result. First
of all, here it is necessary to introduce a BB component, since a
simple absorbed power-law can not describe the spectral contin-
uum at soft energies. The flux of the PL component is much lower
than in the previous case, while the contribution of the BB com-
ponent to the total flux is larger than 6 %. The BB temperature is
signficantly higher than in the time-averaged spectrum. Moreover,
in this spectrum we found no evidence of the emission feature at
∼ 0.9 keV. On the other hand, this spectrum shows an additional
narrow emission feature at ≃ 0.49 keV, which is undetected in the
averaged spectrum: it can be described with a Gaussian component
of intrinsic width fixed to 0, which is significant at 99 % c.l. and can
be attributed to N VII. The properties of both the O and Fe lines are
consistent with those observed in the averaged spectrum, but the
EW of the Fe line is higher.
The independent fit of the two spectra shows that spectrum A
is harder than spectrum B, although, in both cases, we obtained a
value of the PL photon index consistent with that of the averaged
spectrum. Moreover, neither in spectrum A nor in spectrum B we
found any evidence of the absorption feature detected at 2.9 keV
in the averaged spectrum. This is most probably due to the lower
count statistics of the two spectra. The spectral variability between
the two peaks can be ascribed to the variation of the relative con-
tribution of the two continuum components, since the PL flux is
higher in the first peak, while the BB flux is evident only in the sec-
ond peak. In this way, it is possible to explain the energy-dependent
pulse shape reported in Fig. 3. In addition, the strength of the Fe
line increases in the second peak.
To investigate in deeper detail the variability of the single
spectral components, we divided the pulse profile in 10 equally
spaced phase bins. Then, for each instrument we extracted 10 dif-
ferent spectra, one for each phase bin. We performed a simultane-
ous fit of the 10 sets of 3 spectra, assuming a common value for the
absorption; moreover, we fixed the energy and width of the emis-
sion and absorption lines, since the count statistics is too low to
constrain them in each phase bin. For the fit we considered three
different solutions for the PL+BB continuum: (1) a common value
of the PL spectral index and BB temperature, leaving both normal-
izations free to vary; (2) a common BB, leaving both the PL index
and normalization free to vary; (3) a common value of only the PL
index, leaving its normalization and both the BB parameters free
to vary. We found that both solutions (1) and (2) are statistically
unacceptable and can be dismissed, since in their case the Null Hy-
pothesis Probability (NHP) is very low (∼ 10−5 − 10−6). On the
other hand, for solution (3) NHP > 0.1. This result supports the
hypothesis that the BB strongly varies along the pulse period. In
Fig. 6 we report the fluxes of the spectral components as a func-
tion of the pulse phase. For completeness, we also report the BB
radius and temperature. As expected, the profile of the PL flux re-
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Table 4. Best-fit parameters of the EPIC spectra A and B, assuming the
PL+BB description of the spectral continuum.
Parameter Spectrum A Spectrum B
NH (10
20 cm−2) 1 (fixed) 1 (fixed)
Γ 0.83±0.01 0.90±0.02
Flux
(a)
PL 13.8±0.1 7.79
+0.10
−0.09
kTBB (keV) - 0.31±0.01
RBB (km) - 40
+2
−3
Flux
(b)
BB - 4.8
+0.5
−0.3
Emission lines
Eline1 (keV) - 0.49±0.01
σline1 (keV) - 0 (fixed)
Flux
(c)
line1 - 1.3
+0.5
−0.2
EWline1 (eV) - 13
+5
−4
Eline2 (keV) 0.664
+0.012
−0.014 0.654
+0.011
−0.012
σline2 (keV) 0 (fixed) <0.028
Flux
(c)
line2 1.0
+0.4
−0.3 1.3
+0.2
−0.3
EWline2 (eV) 13±4 15
+6
−4
Eline3 (keV) 0.921
+0.046
−0.060 -
σline3 (keV) 0.114
+0.061
−0.036 -
Flux
(c)
line3 1.5
+0.7
−0.5 -
EWline3 (eV) 25
+8
−11 -
Eline4 (keV) 2.01
+0.15
−0.17 2.07±0.07
σline4 (keV) 0.25 (fixed) 0.18±0.07
Flux
(c)
line4 1.5±0.5 1.3±0.5
EWline4 (eV) 47
+19
−16 60
+21
−18
Eline5 (keV) 6.34
+0.06
−0.05 6.45±0.09
σline5 (keV) 0 (fixed) 0.24
+0.15
−0.10
Flux
(d)
line5 2.3
+1.4
−1.5 7.5
+3.2
−2.5
EWline5 (eV) 19
+13
−12 115
+48
−35
FluxBB/FluxPL (0.01-12 keV) - 6.2 %
Unabsorbed flux(e) 1.39±0.01 0.84±0.01
Luminosity(f) 4.93±0.04 2.98±0.03
χ2ν /d.o.f. 1.03/2889 1.03/2550
(a) 0.2-12 keV, ×10−11 erg cm−2 s−1
(b) 0.2-12 keV, ×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1
(c) ×10−4 ph cm−2 s−1
(d) ×10−5 ph cm−2 s−1
(e) 0.2-12 keV, ×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1
(f) 0.2-12 keV, ×1037 erg s−1
produces that of Fig. 3 at energies above 2 keV. On the other hand,
the BB flux shows a clear peak in the phase range 0.6-0.9, while it is
poorly constrained in the range 0.3-0.4 and consistent with 0 in the
range 0.4-0.5. Between phases 0.3 and 0.5 the BB radius reaches
its minimum values, while its temperature rapidly decreases. Also
the emission lines show some hint of variability. The flux of the O
VIII line gradually increases up to its maximum value in the phase
range 0.4-0.5 (near the peak of the PL flux), then it decreases. The
Ne IX-X component is nearly constant, apart from the phase range
0.6-0.9, where its flux reduces to ∼ 0. Instead the Fe line has a
different behaviour: it is almost constant over most of the pulse pe-
riod, but has a marginal maximum in the phase range 0.6-0.7, at the
beginning of the secondary flux peak of the continuum component.
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Figure 6. Variation with the pulse phase of the spectral components identi-
fied in the time-averaged spectrum of IGR J01572-7259. From top to bot-
tom, we report: 1) the source CR (in the energy range 0.2-12 keV); 2) the PL
flux (in units of 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1); 3) the BB flux (in units of 10−12
erg cm−2 s−1); 4) the BB temperature (in keV); 5) the BB radius (in km);
6-8) the flux of the O, Ne, and Fe lines (in units of ph cm−2 s−1).
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Figure 7. Flux evolution of IGR J01572-7259 during the 2016 outburst, as
observed with Swift/XRT. The red triangle corresponds to the epoch and
flux of the XMM–Newton observation. The lines mark the estimated epoch
of the centroid of the light-curve minimum, with its uncertainties.
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7 Swift/XRT OBSERVATIONS
Swift/XRT observed IGR J01572-7259 with 48 snapshot observa-
tions between 2016 May and June, with exposure times of a few
hundred seconds up to ∼ 2.3 ks each. We analyzed the data by
using the Swift/XRT online tool1 by Evans et al. (2009). The long-
term background-subtracted source lightcurve is shown in Fig. 7.
The red triangle reports the Swift/XRT count rate corresponding
to the source flux measured with XMM–Newton. For reference, in
the figure we report as a solid line at MJD = 57541 the estimated
epoch of the centroid of the light-curve minimum, which is based
on the ephemerides provided by Segreto et al. (2013) and the or-
bital period of 35.1 d. The two dashed lines are the estimated lower
and upper limits for the epoch of the centroid, taking into account
all the uncertainties. The peak of the outburst was reached at MJD
∼ 57512. Then the source flux decayed in ∼ 30 days reaching a
constant flux value, lower than the peak flux by a factor of 7. We
created two stacked spectra for the high and low flux intervals that
we selected as the epochs before and after MJD = 57540, respec-
tively. Both spectra can be well fitted with a single absorbed power
law. Since the column density was unconstrained, we fixed it to
3.5×1020 cm−2 and obtained a photon index Γhigh = 0.9 ± 0.1
and Γlow = 0.71 ± 0.08 for the high and low flux spectra, respec-
tively. This suggests a very marginal spectral variability.
8 DISCUSSION
The new outburst of IGR J01572-7259 in April 2016 was the first
after that observed with INTEGRAL and Swift in 2008, in which
the source was discovered. While the 3-10 keV flux measured
with INTEGRAL was f2008 = 1.6 × 10
−12 erg cm−2 s−1, the
flux in the same energy range measured with XMM–Newton was
f2011 = 6 × 10
−11 erg cm−2 s−1, i.e. ≃ 40 times higher. There-
fore, thanks to the large collecting area and high spectral resolution
of XMM–Newton, our ToO observation allowed us to investigate at
an unprecedented level of detail this poorly studied source. While
the previous observations were limited at energies above 3 keV, we
extended both the timing and spectral analyses down to ≃ 0.2 keV.
In Table 5 we report the main properties of this source together
with those of RX J0059.2-7138 (Sidoli et al. 2015) and SMC X-2
(La Palombara et al. 2016), since they are the other two transient
Be binary pulsars in the SMC that we have observed at high spec-
tral resolution during an outburst. Compared to IGR J01572-7259,
these two sources have a shorter pulse period (≃ 2.5 s instead of
≃ 11.5 s) and were observed at a higher luminosity level (a factor
≃ 2 and ≃ 4 for RX J0059.2-7138 and SMC X-2, respectively).
However, their spectral and timing properties are very similar to
those observed in IGR J01572-7259 and, hence, it is interesting to
directly compare these three sources.
The spin period of IGR J01572-7259 measured with XMM–
Newton was Pspin,2016 = 11.58208(2) s. Compared to the pe-
riod obtained with RXTE at the epoch of the previous outburst
(Pspin,2008 = 11.57809(2) s, McBride et al. 2010), which was mea-
sured on MJD = 54824, this period implies a difference ∆Pspin ≃
4 ms. It is possible that this difference is due to the orbital motion of
the NS around the Be star, since the photon arrival times were not
corrected for this effect. We note that the XMM–Newton and RXTE
observations were performed at two different orbital phases: in fact,
1 http://www.swift.ac.uk/user objects/
Table 5. Comparison of the main timing and spectral parameters observed
in the transient BeXRBs RX J0059.2-7138 (Sidoli et al. 2015), SMC X-2
(La Palombara et al. 2016), and IGR J01572-7259 (this work).
Parameter RX J0059.2-7138 SMC X-2 IGR J01572-7259
L
(a)
X 7 14 3.6
Pspin (s) 2.76 2.37 11.58
P˙
(b)
spin -1.27 0.66 17.16
PF (%) 8.9 35 43
NH (10
20 cm−2) 2.3+0.6
−0.5 18±3 1.0
+0.1
−0.2
kTBB (eV) 93±5 135
+14
−11 218
+13
−14
RBB (km) 350
+80
−50 320
+125
−95 50
+6
−5
fBB/fPL (%) 1.7 3.1 1.6
kTAPEC (keV) 0.21±0.03 1.22
+0.07
−0.10 1.13
+0.10
−0.08
N
(c)
APEC 25
+8
−6 5±1 4±1
fAPEC/fPL (%) 7 1.8 4.5
N VII yes yes yes
O VII no yes no
O VIII yes yes yes
Ne IX yes yes yes
Ne X no yes no
Mg XI no no yes
Si XIII no yes no
Si XIV no yes no
EFe−K (keV) 6.6 6.6 6.4
dBB (km) 3000 1800 400
Rm (km) 900 740 1100
(a) 0.2-12 keV, ×1037 erg s−1
(b) ×10−12 s s−1
(c) ×10−3 cm−5
taking into account the uncertainties on the date of the reference or-
bital phase (0.7 days) and on the orbital period (0.1 days), we esti-
matedΦorbit,XMM = 0.25±0.21 and Φorbit,RXTE = 0.57±0.05.
Assuming a mass M ∼ 10 M⊙ for the Be star, the orbital period
Porb ≃ 35 d implies an average orbital velocity vorb ≃ 140 km/s,
that can account for the spin-period difference between the two ob-
servations.
The source pulsations were clearly seen over the whole en-
ergy range, down to E < 0.5 keV, and the pulse profile shows a
double peak in each energy range (Fig. 2). This is at odds with the
results obtained with RXTE in 2008, which detected only a sin-
gle, broad peak (McBride et al. 2010), but agrees with what we
observed for RX J0059.2-7138 and SMC X-2, which show both
a double-peaked profile. The pulse profile observed with XMM–
Newton is strongly energy dependent, since the prominence of the
second peak decreases with energy (Fig. 3): it dominates the first
peak at E < 0.5 keV but is very low at E > 4 keV. We note that
we obtained a similar result for RX J0059.2-7138, where the sec-
ond peak emerges only below 4 keV (Sidoli et al. 2015). Finally,
in IGR J01572-7259 also the pulsed fraction depends on the en-
ergy range, since it increases up to ∼ 50 % above 2 keV. A similar
high pulsed fraction was also observed in the RXTE observation
of 2008 (McBride et al. 2010). This is a common characteristics of
transient pulsars during their outbursts, since similar values were
also noticed in RX J0059.2-7138 (Kohno et al. 2000) and in SMC
X-2 (Corbet et al. 2001; Yokogawa et al. 2001; La Palombara et al.
2016).
The average EPIC spectrum of IGR J01572-7259 could be
roughly fitted with a rather hard (Γ ≃ 0.8-0.9) power-law compo-
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nent, which however is softer than the cut-off PL component (Γ =
0.4±0.2) used to describe the combined Swift/XRT and IBIS spec-
trum taken in 2008 (McBride et al. 2010). Although the PL compo-
nent dominates the source spectrum over the whole energy range,
below∼ 1 keV an additional low-energy component was necessary
to fit the observed data excess. We described this soft excess either
with a soft (kT ∼ 0.2 keV) blackbody or with a hot (kT ∼ 1 keV)
thermal plasma model, which contributes for only a few per cent to
the total source luminosity. Therefore, the properties of this com-
ponent are very similar to those of the soft component observed in
RX J0059.2-7138 and SMC X-2 (Table 5), although the luminosity
of IGR J01572-7259 is lower than that of the other two sources.
This luminosity difference, and the higher best-fit value of TBB,
are the main reasons for the lower value of RBB compared to the
other two sources. As in the case of RX J0059.2-7138, also for IGR
J01572-7259 the best-fit NH value is lower than the estimated ab-
sorption value in the SMC direction. For both sources fixing NH
= 3.5×1020 cm−2 (Dickey & Lockman 1990) resulted in a worse
fit. A difference of a factor of a few between the equivalent column
density derived from X-ray spectral fits and that estimated from the
neutral hydrogen measurements is not uncommon. Besides the sys-
tematic uncertainties in the two measurements, one has to consider
the structure of the interstellar medium on small angular scales and
the fact that X-ray absorption and 21 cm line are caused by different
components of the ISM.
The analysis of the RGS spectrum revealed the presence of
narrow emission lines, due to N, O, Ne, and Mg, and of some other
emission and absorption features, probably due to L-shell from Fe
at various ionization levels. Moreover, the EPIC spectrum showed a
clear emission line at≃ 6.4 keV, which has an EW∼ 50 eV and can
be attributed to K-α emission from neutral iron. While most of the
narrow RGS features were also observed in RX J0059.2-7138 and
SMC X-2 (Table 5), this is not true for the EPIC iron line: in fact,
in both these sources the energy of the detected feature was ≃ 6.6
keV, thus consistent with emission from ionized Fe. We note that
an emission feature consistent with K-α line from neutral Fe was
observed in 2000 in SMC X-2, when ASCA detected this source at
a low luminosity level (LX ∼ 4× 10
36 erg s−1).
We performed a phase-resolved spectral analysis of the EPIC
data in order to investigate the energy dependence of the pulse pro-
file and the observed spectral variability with the pulse phase. We
found that the source flux in the first peak is entirely due to the PL
component, since there is no evidence of an additional soft com-
ponent. On the other end, this component is clearly present in the
second peak, where the PL flux is signficantly lower than in the
first peak (Table 4). Fig. 6 shows that the soft component varies in
phase with the soft light curve. This soft component has a smooth
pulse shape, with a peak at Φ ≃ 0.75: it is shifted of ∆Φ ∼ 0.5
from the first peak (the one due to the hard component), and its
width (∆Φ ∼ 0.3) is a small fraction of the whole pulse period.
This properties suggest that the two components are related but are
due to different emission processes, which occur in different re-
gions around the central NS. Also the other spectral features show
some variability: both the O and Fe lines are detected in both the
pulse peaks, but the EW of the Fe line is much higher in the second,
where the soft component reaches its maximum flux; moreover, the
broad component at ∼ 0.95 keV is detected only in the first peak,
while the N line is detected only in the second peak. These results
suggest that the variability of the N and Fe lines is linked to that of
the soft component.
Since the estimated luminosity of IGR J01572-7259 is LX ≃
3.5 × 1037 erg s−1, according to Hickox et al. (2004) it is possi-
ble that a significant fraction of the observed soft excess is due
to thermal emission from a hot plasma. This hypothesis is par-
tially supported by the results of the EPIC spectral analysis, since
the PL+APEC model provides a good fit of the spectral contin-
uum; moreover, if the model metallicity is left free to vary, its
best-fit value (Z = 0.29+0.22−0.12Z⊙) is consistent with the estimated
metallicity of the SMC (Z = 0.2Z⊙). However, the normalization
of the APEC component (≃ 0.004) implies an emission measure
n2V ≃ 1.4×1059 cm−3. Since the expected gas density should be
n < 1012 cm−3, the radius of the emitting spherical region for the
optically thin plasma should beR >∼ 3.2×10
11 cm, corresponding
to a light travel time of ≃ 11 s. Although this value is very close to
the pulse period, it is much higher than the variability timescale of
the soft component (Fig. 3 and 6); hence, it would be very difficult
to explain the variability properties previously described with emis-
sion from a diffuse plasma. Moreover, for both the EPIC and RGS
spectra the fit of the spectral continuum with the PL+APEC model
leaves several residuals, which correspond to spectral lines of vari-
ous elements. Therefore, although we cannot exclude the presence
of a hot thermal plasma, it is difficult that it is the origin of the soft
excess. For this reason, in the following we consider the alternative
possibility of reprocessing of the primary emission in a optically
thick region.
The high accretion rate on to the pulsar during the source
outburst can very likely cause the formation of an accretion disk
around the NS. In this case, the inner edge of the disk would be
a natural reprocessing site for the primary X-rays emitted from
the accreting pulsar (Hickox et al. 2004). The ratio between the
reprocessed and the primary luminosity would depend on Ω, the
solid angle subtended by the reprocessing region: LBB = (Ω/4pi)
LX. On the other hand, if dBB is the distance of the reprocessing
site from the source of the primary emission, the BB luminosity is
given by the relation LBB = Ωd
2
BBσT
4
BB. Therefore, the distance
dBB can be estimated from the relation d
2
BB = LX/(4piσT
4
BB).
In the case of IGR J01572-7259 LX ≃ 3.5 × 10
37 erg s−1and
TBB ≃ 0.2 keV, which imply dBB ≃ 4 × 10
7 cm. The inner
edge radius should be comparable to the magnetospheric radius
Rm ∼ 1.5 × 10
8m1/7R
10/7
6 L
−2/7
37 B
4/7
12 cm, where m is the NS
mass in units of solar masses, R6 is the NS radius in units of 10
6
cm, L37 is the X-ray luminosity in units of 10
37 erg s−1, and B12
is the NS magnetic field in units 1012 G (Davies & Pringle 1981).
Assuming m = 1.4, R6 = 1 and B12 = 1, for IGR J01572-7259
we obtain Rm ≃ 1100 km, a value which is comparable to those
obtained for RX J0059.2-7138 and SMC X-2 (Table 5). The dif-
ferences among the estimated values of Rm for these sources are
due essentially to the different luminosity levels, since in all cases
we assume the same values for the NS mass, radius and magnetic
field. Therefore, the magnetospheric radius decreases as the lumi-
nosity increases. We note that, for all these source, dBB is compa-
rable with Rm within a factor 2–3. This discrepancy can be due to
geometrical factors, since a tilted and/or warped accretion disk can
affect our estimate of Rm; moreover, the NS magnetic field can be
different from 1012 G.
Based on the above described timing and spectral properties
of IGR J01572-7259, we attribute both the soft excess and the iron
line to the reprocessing of the primary X-rays from the inner edge
of the disc. Since the primary emission is beamed, along the pulse
period it sweeps the inner edge of the disc illuminating only a lim-
ited section of its surface in each moment; moreover, due to the
disk geometry, only a limited fraction of the disk edge is visible for
us. Therefore, we can see the reprocessed component only when
the primary beam hits this visible portion of the disk. On the other
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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hand, the narrow lines observed in the RGS spectrum are not pulsed
and are most probably due to photoionized plasma in regions above
the disc.
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